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The somatic marker hypothesis proposes that decision-making
is a process that depends on emotion. Studies have shown that
damage of the ventromedial prefrontal (VMF) cortex precludes
the ability to use somatic (emotional) signals that are necessary
for guiding decisions in the advantageous direction. However,
given the role of the amygdala in emotional processing, we
asked whether amygdala damage also would interfere with
decision-making. Furthermore, we asked whether there might
be a difference between the roles that the amygdala and VMF
cortex play in decision-making. To address these two ques-
tions, we studied a group of patients with bilateral amygdala,
but not VMF, damage and a group of patients with bilateral VMF,
but not amygdala, damage. We used the “gambling task” to
measure decision-making performance and electrodermal ac-
tivity (skin conductance responses, SCR) as an index of so-

matic state activation. All patients, those with amygdala dam-
age as well as those with VMF damage, were (1) impaired on
the gambling task and (2) unable to develop anticipatory SCRs
while they pondered risky choices. However, VMF patients were
able to generate SCRs when they received a reward or a
punishment (play money), whereas amygdala patients failed to
do so. In a Pavlovian conditioning experiment the VMF patients
acquired a conditioned SCR to visual stimuli paired with an
aversive loud sound, whereas amygdala patients failed to do
so. The results suggest that amygdala damage is associated
with impairment in decision-making and that the roles played
by the amygdala and VMF in decision-making are different.
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Recent studies have focused on the role of the ventromedial
prefrontal (VMF) cortex in the activation of somatic states that
influence decision-making (Bechara et al., 1996, 1997a; Damasio,
1996). Although the somatic marker hypothesis proposes that
both the VMF cortex and the amygdala are components of a
neural system necessary for implementing advantageous decisions
(Damasio, 1994), the role of the amygdala in the process has not
been tested yet. Therefore, the objectives of this study were (1) to
test whether amygdala damage interferes with the process of
decision-making and (2) to test whether the amygdala and the
VMF cortex play different roles in the process.

To measure decision-making, we used the gambling task, a
paradigm designed to simulate real-life decisions in terms of
uncertainty, reward, and punishment (Bechara et al., 1994). In the
gambling task the subjects have to choose between decks of cards
that yield high immediate gain but larger future loss, i.e., long-
term loss, and decks that yield lower immediate gain but a smaller
future loss, i.e., a long-term gain. Skin conductance responses
(SCRs) are used as an index of somatic state activation. In
previous studies we showed that choosing advantageously in the
gambling task is a correlate of the development of anticipatory
SCRs, which normal subjects begin to generate before choosing

from a risky deck (Bechara et al., 1996, 1997a). Patients with
VMF cortex lesions choose disadvantageously in this task, and
their behavior is in fact a correlate of their failure to acquire
anticipatory SCRs (Bechara et al., 1996, 1997a). Our first hypoth-
esis is that the amygdala is also a critical structure in a neural
system necessary for somatic state activation and for implement-
ing advantageous decisions. We predict that patients with bilat-
eral amygdala damage will be similar to VMF patients in terms of
(1) choosing disadvantageously on the gambling task and (2)
failing to develop anticipatory SCRs before selecting a disadvan-
tageous response.

Our second hypothesis is that the poor decision-making after
damage to the amygdala or VMF cortex is the consequence of
different kinds of impairment. The decision-making impairment
after amygdala damage is possibly the indirect consequence of
the patients’ inability to experience sufficiently the emotional
attributes of a situation that is charged with emotion, therefore
precluding the possibility to evoke somatic states after winning or
losing money and thus precluding the enactment of a somatic
state when deliberating a decision with future consequences. On
the other hand, the decision-making impairment after VMF
damage is related to an inability to integrate effectively all of the
somatic state information triggered by the amygdala as well as
other somatic effectors such as the hypothalamus and brainstem
nuclei. When a normal subject is faced with a decision to select a
card from a specific deck, the neural activity pertaining to this
information is signaled to VMF cortices, which in turn activate
the amygdala. This latter activity would reconstitute a somatic
state that integrates the numerous and conflicting instances of
reward and punishment related to that deck. The final somatic
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state, indexed by anticipatory SCRs, then would influence the
decision to select from, or avoid, that deck. VMF damage pre-
cludes this process. Therefore, we predicted that the amygdala
patients would fail to generate SCRs when they win or lose play
money in the gambling task. By contrast, the VMF patients would
generate SCRs after winning or losing.

We conducted a further experiment to test the hypothesis that
amygdala, but not VMF, damage precludes or diminishes the
ability of subjects to evoke the emotional attribute of an emotion-
ally charged stimulus. We tested the ability of subjects to acquire
SCRs to visual stimuli that had been paired repeatedly with an
aversive loud sound. Consistent with previous studies (Bechara et
al., 1995; LaBar et al., 1995, 1998), we predicted that the patients
with amygdala, but not VMF, damage would fail to evoke SCRs
when viewing the visual stimuli paired with an aversive sound.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects. We studied 13 normal subjects as a control group (seven women
and six men; age range from 22 to 58 years with 7–16 years of education)
and a brain-damaged group with 10 subjects, which included five amyg-
dala patients (one woman and four men) and five VMF patients (three
women and two men). The patients in the brain-damaged groups had an
age range from 19 to 58 years with 8–18 years years of education, a verbal
I.Q. between 86 and 126, and a performance I.Q. between 88 and 116.

Anatomical analyses. Anatomical analyses were performed on raw data
from high-resolution magnetic resonance scans and x-ray-computerized
tomograms, using the standard procedures of the Division’s Laboratory
of Neuroimaging and Human Neuroanatomy. These include both tem-
plate plotting (Damasio and Damasio, 1989) and three-dimensional
volume reconstruction, using Brainvox (Damasio and Frank, 1992; Frank
et al., 1997). All lesions at the time of testing and anatomical analyses
were in the chronic stage and stable. The amygdala patients R.L. and
D.B. have had previous anatomical analyses (Lee et al., 1988a,b, 1995).

The gambling task. We used a computerized version of the gambling
task based on the original as described in Bechara et al. (1994). An
automated and computerized method for collecting, measuring, and
analyzing SCR data was used instead of the earlier described methods
(Bechara et al., 1994, 1996, 1997a, 1998).

In the computerized version of the gambling task, the subject sees the
four decks of cards on a computer screen. The decks are labeled A, B, C,
and D at the top end of each deck. Using a mouse, the subject can click
on a card on any of the four decks. The computer tracks the sequence of
the cards selected from the various decks. Every time the subject clicks
on a deck “to pick a card,” the computer generates a distinct sound
(similar to a casino slot machine). The face of the card appears on top of
the deck (the color is either red or black), and a message is displayed on
the screen indicating the amount of money the subject has won or lost.
On the top of the computer screen is a green bar that changes according
to the amount of money won or lost after each selection. A gain is
indicated by a proportionate increase in the length of the green bar, and
a loss is indicated by a proportionate decrease in the bar length. Once the
money is added or subtracted, the face of the card disappears, and the
subject can select another card.

The intertrial interval between making two consecutive card selections
can be set by the examiner at the beginning of the task. The total number
of card selections (trials) in the experiment also is set at the beginning.
In the present experiment we set the intertrial interval at 6 sec to allow
for psychophysiological recordings (see below). The total number of trials
was set at 100 card selections. The experiment shuts off automatically
when the 100 selection trials are complete. However, as in previous
experiments, the subject was not told in advance how many cards he/she
was going to pick. To score the performance of the subject on the
gambling task, we added the number of cards picked from decks A and B
in each block of 20 cards; we added the number of cards picked from
decks C and D separately in each block of 20 cards.

Each deck of cards is programmed to have 40 cards: 20 of the cards
have a black face and 20 have a red face. The backs of the cards as they
appear on the screen all look the same, like real decks of cards. The
sequence of red and black cards in each deck and the gains and losses for
each card selection are based on the original version of this task (Bechara
et al., 1994). In brief, every 10 cards from deck A over the course of trials
gain $1000, but there are also five unpredictable punishments ranging

from $150 to $350, bringing the total loss to $1250. Every 10 cards from
deck B gain $1000, but there is also one big punishment for $1250. On the
other hand, every 10 cards from deck C or D amount only to a gain of
$500, but the losses are also smaller, i.e., $250 (ranging from $25 to $75
in deck C and one $250 loss in deck D), bringing a net gain of $250. In
summary, decks A and B are equivalent in terms of overall net loss over
trials. Similarly, decks C and D are equivalent in terms of overall net
gains. The difference is that decks A and C have higher frequency but
lower magnitude punishment. Decks B and D have lower frequency but
higher magnitude punishment. Thus, decks A and B are disadvantageous
because they cost more in the long run. Decks C and D are advantageous
because they result in an overall gain in the long run.

In Figure 1 of Bechara et al. (1994), each square on the score sheet
represents a card in a deck. Each square that has a “0” or “a negative
number” corresponds to a red card, and each square without any marking
corresponds to a black card. The computer displays a $100 reward every
time the subject picks a card from deck A or B and displays $50 when the
choice is from deck C or D. When a card corresponding to a square with
a “negative number” is picked, the computer displays a message: “. . .
You have won X dollars, but you also have lost Y dollars. . . ” (the Y
amount corresponds to the negative number inside the square), and the
net loss is reflected automatically on the green bar on the screen. When
a card corresponding to a square that is blank or with “0” is picked, the
subject wins, and there is no loss. The computer displays the following
message: “. . . You have won X dollars. . . ”; the gain is also reflected on
the green bar.

We note that the gambling task involves 100 selections of cards, and
there are only 40 cards in each deck. Thus, it is possible to run out of
cards from a given deck. When a given deck runs out of cards, the subject
is instructed to stop picking from that deck and continue choosing from
the remaining decks. In reality, this situation arises very seldom. The
reason is that the task is more difficult than it appears to be. It is difficult
for subjects to be sure whether to pick constantly from a given deck.
Therefore, their selections are distributed among the different decks, and
the decks seldom run out of cards.

In summary, after clicking to turn each card, the subject receives some
money (the amount is displayed on the screen). On some cards the
subject both wins money and pays a penalty (the amounts are displayed
on the screen). Clicking to turn any card from deck A or deck B yields
$100; turning any card from deck C or deck D yields $50. However, the
ultimate future yield of each deck varies because the penalty amounts are
higher in the high-paying decks (A and B), leading to a negative balance,
and lower in the low-paying decks (C and D), leading to a final gain.
Thus, decks A and B are “disadvantageous,” whereas decks C and D are
“advantageous.”

So that they can perform the task, the subjects are given the following
verbal instructions:

1. In front of you on the screen, there are four decks of cards A, B, C,
and D.

2. I want you to select one card at a time, by clicking on the card, from
any deck you choose.

3. Each time you select a card from a deck, the color of the card turns
red or black, and the computer will tell you that you won some money. I
won’t tell you how much money you will win. You will find out along the
way. Every time you win, the green bar gets longer.

4. Every so often, however, when you click on a card, the computer tells
you that you won some money, but then it says that you also lost some
money. I won’t tell you when you will lose or how much you will lose. You
will find out along the way. Every time you lose, the green bar gets
shorter.

5. You are absolutely free to switch from one deck to another any time
you wish.

6. The goal of the game is to win as much money as possible and, if you
find yourself unable to win, make sure you avoid losing money as much
as possible.

7. I won’t tell you for how long the game will continue. You must keep
on playing until the computer stops.

8. You will get this $2000 credit (see the green bar) to start the game.
At the end, we will see how much you won or lost. The red bar here is a
reminder of how much money you borrowed to play the game.

9. It is important to know that the colors of the cards are irrelevant in
this game. The computer does not make you lose money at random.
However, there is no way for you to figure out when the computer will
make you lose. All I can say is that you may find yourself losing money
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on all of the decks, but some decks will make you lose more than others.
You can win if you stay away from the worst decks.

SCR recording during the gambling task. Electrodes are attached to the
thenar and hypothenar areas on the palms after the subject is seated in
a comfortable chair in front of the computer screen. As the subject
performs the task, SCR activity is recorded continuously and collected
simultaneously on a Macintosh computer. Each time the subject clicks
the mouse and selects a card, this action is recorded as a “mark” on the
polygram of SCR activity. Each click is registered as a selection from the
specific deck that was chosen. Thus, SCRs generated in association with
a specific card from a specific deck can be identified precisely on the
polygram. Although the intertrial interval is set at 6 sec, in reality the
time interval between two card selections is longer, because it takes a few
additional seconds for the subject to decide which card to pick next. This
time interval varies from trial to trial. It is on average ;10 sec. During
the 6 sec intertrial interval the decks are displayed continuously on the
screen, and the subject can ponder which deck to choose next. However,
if the subject clicks the mouse to select a card during that time interval,
the computer will not respond, and therefore no record is generated.

The SCRs generated during the task are divided into three categories:
(1) reward SCRs, which are generated af ter turning cards for which there
is a reward and no penalty; (2) punishment SCRs, which are generated
af ter turning a card for which there is a reward and an immediate penalty;
(3) anticipatory SCRs, which are generated previous to turning a card
from any given deck, i.e., during the time period the subject ponders from
which deck to choose. The time windows for the reward and punishment
SCRs are the 5 sec immediately af ter the click of a card. SCRs generated
during the end of the reward/punishment window and before the next
click of a card are considered anticipatory SCRs. The current procedure
of scoring these SCRs is automated. The SCR data were acquired via an
MP100WS system (BIOPAC Systems). The data were stored on a Macin-
tosh computer, and they were analyzed by AcqKnowledge III software
for the MP100WS system. The AcqKnowledge software allows for the
performance of postacquisition mathematical transformations. Also, the
software provides an extensive array of measurements that can be ap-
plied to the collected data. The steps involved in the quantification of
anticipatory, reward, and punishment SCRs entail the following:

1. Elimination of the downdrift in the SCR wave, using a mathematical
transformation function named “Difference.” This function measures
the difference (in amplitude) of two sample points that are separated by
10 samples. Then the difference is divided by the time interval between
the first selected sample and the last selected sample.

2. Measurement of the “area under the curve” in the 5 sec time window
af ter a card is selected (for reward and punishment SCRs). This is the
measurement of the “area under the curve” in the time window between
the end of the 5 sec after a card is clicked and before the next click of a
card (for anticipatory SCRs). The “area under the curve” measurement
is similar to the function of an “integral” except that, instead of using
zero as a baseline for integration, a straight line is drawn between the
endpoints of the selected area to function as the baseline. The area is
expressed in terms of amplitude units (mS) per time interval (seconds).

3. In the case of reward and punishment SCRs, because the time
interval is always 5 sec, we divide each area under the curve measure-
ment by 5. The area measurements per second (mS/sec) from all of the
reward SCRs of the good decks are averaged. Averaging also is per-
formed on all of the reward SCRs from the bad decks, all of the
punishment SCRs from the good decks, and all of the punishment SCRs
from the bad decks. Thus, for each subject we obtain two dependent
variables of reward SCRs (from good decks and from bad decks) and two
dependent variables of punishment SCRs (from good decks and from bad
decks).

4. In the case of anticipatory SCRs, the time interval varies from trial
to trial, but on average it is also ;5 sec. Therefore, each area measure-
ment from an individual trial is divided by its correspondent time
interval. The area measurements per second (mS/sec) from all of the
anticipatory SCRs of the good decks are averaged together as are those
from the bad decks. Thus, for each subject we obtain two dependent
variables of anticipatory SCRs (one from the good decks and one from
the bad decks).

SCR conditioning with a loud sound. We used monochrome color slides
(blue) as the conditioned stimulus (CS), a startling loud and obnoxious
sound (a fog horn) as the unconditioned stimulus (US), and electroder-
mal activity (SCR) as the dependent measure of autonomic conditioning.
Each experiment involved (1) a habituation phase in which four color

stimuli (blue, red, green, orange) were presented repeatedly without the
US and (2) a conditioning phase in which the blue slides were paired with
the US. Six presentations of the blue slides were paired with the US, and
six presentations were not; they served as test stimuli for acquiring the
conditioning. The blue slides that were paired or unpaired with the US
were presented at random among the other colors. Each experiment also
involved (3) an extinction phase in which the blue slides were presented
repeatedly without the US.

RESULTS
Anatomy
Two of the amygdala patients had suffered childhood encephalitis
and later were subjected to bilateral stereotaxic amygdalotomy for
the treatment of aggressive behavior. The anatomy of their le-
sions has been shown in previous publications (Lee et al., 1988a,b,
1995). All of the other patients were selected from the Patient
Registry of the University of Iowa’s Division of Behavioral Neu-
rology and Cognitive Neuroscience; the anatomy of their lesions
is presented in Figure 1.

One of the amygdala patients had congenital bilateral amygdala
damage from Urbach–Wiethe disease (Tranel and Hyman, 1990),
two had childhood encephalitis as indicated earlier, and the other
two had herpes simplex encephalitis during adulthood. One of the
VMF patients had a frontal cyst thought to have developed at age
2 years as a result of a head injury. The cyst has not been
removed, and neuroimaging scans show bilateral compression of
the frontal poles and the anterior ventromedial regions of the
prefrontal cortex. The other four VMF patients had bilateral
damage in the ventromedial sector of the frontal lobes because of
meningioma or stroke. None of the patients suffered from mental
retardation. All subjects (controls and patients) provided in-
formed consent in accordance with the Human Subjects Commit-
tee of the University of Iowa.

All of the amygdala patients had lesions that involved substan-
tial portions of the amygdala bilaterally. Two of the amygdala
patients also had minimal damage to the hippocampal formation
and surrounding cortices. The other three patients with amygdala
lesions had damage that included the hippocampus and surround-
ing cortices (Fig. 1). All of the VMF patients had lesions confined
to the ventral and low mesial sectors of the frontal lobe in both the
right and left hemispheres (Fig. 1).

Behavioral performance
We subdivided the 100 card selections into five blocks of 20 cards
each, and for each block we counted the number of selections
from decks A and B (disadvantageous) and the number of selec-
tions from decks C and D (advantageous). Figure 2 represents the
results as a function of group, block, and deck type. As the task
progressed, normal controls gradually shifted their preference
toward the good decks (C and D) and away from the bad decks (A
and B). By contrast, both the amygdala and VMF patients failed
to demonstrate this shift in behavior. By and large, they selected
more cards from the bad decks than from the good decks. A 3
(group) 3 2 (deck type: good vs bad) 3 5 (block) ANOVA on the
number of cards selected revealed significant interactions be-
tween groups and decks (F2,20 5 12.4; p , 0.05). The interaction
between groups and decks was significant when the control sub-
jects were compared with the amygdala patients (F1,16 5 13.9; p ,
0.05) or with the VMF patients (F1,16 5 14.1; p , 0.05), but not
when the amygdala group was compared with the VMF group.

When we looked at individual performances, three subjects in
the normal control group (n 5 13) showed a disadvantageous
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performance, in that they selected more cards from the bad decks
than from the good decks. In the VMF group, however, only one
patient (of five patients) behaved in an advantageous manner,
choosing more cards from the good decks than from the bad
decks. However, the patient still selected more cards from the bad
decks (A and B) than 1.6 SD above the average of cards picked
from decks A and B by normal controls. All five amygdala patients
behaved as predicted, choosing more cards from the bad decks
than from the good decks. There was no difference in perfor-
mance between the amygdala patients who acquired the damage
early and those that had acquired it late in life. However, there
was some difference between the patients who had damage re-
stricted to the amygdala and those whose damage involved the
hippocampus, irrespective of the time of onset of the lesion. The

amygdala patients with hippocampal sparing performed worse
than those with hippocampal damage (i.e., chose more disadvan-
tageous cards). This observation, however, does not mean that
hippocampal damage somehow improves performance on the
gambling task. The better score on the gambling task of
amygdala- plus hippocampus-damaged patients is the indirect
consequence of the presence of an amnesic syndrome that leads
the patients to make a random sampling of cards. Random sam-
pling brings the performance score closer to 50 cards from the
good decks and 50 cards from the bad decks. By contrast, the
patients with only amygdala damage are similar to the VMF
patients in that they are deliberate in their pursuance of a disad-
vantageous course of action. Their selection from the bad decks is
more frequent and thus goes farther away from the 50:50 score.

Figure 1. Neuroanatomical findings in
the two groups of brain-damaged patients.
A, Bilateral amygdala lesions. Coronal
sections through the amygdala from the
three patients in our Registry show com-
plete bilateral destruction of the amyg-
dala. The lesions from the two remaining
amygdala patients have been shown in
previous publications (Lee et al., 1988a,b,
1995). B, Bilateral VMF lesions. Shown
are mesial and inferior views of the over-
lap of lesions from four VMF patients.
The lesions from individual subjects were
transferred onto a reference brain by us-
ing the MAP-3 technique (Frank et al.,
1997). The coronal section shows an area
of the ventromedial prefrontal cortex
where maximum overlap occurs. The po-
sition of the cut is indicated on the brain
on the lef t. The color bar below shows the
color code corresponding to the number
of overlapping lesions. The lesion of the
fifth VMF patient is not part of the
MAP-3 image because, as explained in
the text, this patient suffered from a fron-
tal lobe cyst at age 2. The lack of a clear
structural lesion at macroscopic level pre-
cludes the transfer into MAP-3.
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Anticipatory SCRs
Figure 3 shows that normal controls developed anticipatory
SCRs. In amygdala and VMF patients these anticipatory SCRs
were significantly lower in magnitude in comparison with normal
controls. A 3 (group) 3 2 (deck type: good vs bad) ANOVA on
these anticipatory SCRs revealed a significant main effect of
groups (F2,20 5 5.2; p , 0.05). Post hoc comparison of these
anticipatory SCRs (Newman–Keuls) revealed significant differ-
ences between the anticipatory SCRs of controls when compared

with amygdala ( p , 0.05) or VMF ( p , 0.05) patients, but not
when the amygdala patients were compared with the VMF pa-
tients. In controls the anticipatory SCRs associated with the bad
decks were significantly higher in amplitude than those associated
with the good decks ( p , 0.05). In amygdala and VMF patients
no significant differences of amplitude between anticipatory SCRs
from good and bad decks were seen.

Interestingly, in the three normal subjects who chose disadvan-
tageously, the mean anticipatory SCRs from the bad decks (0.062

Figure 2. Means 6 SEM of the total number of cards selected from the advantageous versus the disadvantageous decks in each block of 20 cards, which
were made by normal controls and by patients with bilateral amygdala or VMF cortex lesions. It is shown that control subjects learn to avoid the bad
decks and prefer the good decks. Amygdala and VMF patients fail to do so.

Figure 3. Means 6 SEM of anticipatory
SCRs (mS/sec) generated by controls,
amygdala, or VMF patients in association
with the advantageous decks (C and D,
white columns) versus the disadvantageous
decks (A and B, black columns).
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mS/sec) were smaller than the mean from the good decks (0.067
mS/sec). This is quite the opposite from what happened in general
in normal subjects who behaved advantageously. These subjects
have a mean amplitude from the bad decks (0.160 mS/sec) that is
higher than that from the good decks (0.090 mS/sec). These
observations are consistent with the notion that the avoidance of
the risky decks is a correlate of a significant rise in anticipatory
SCRs. Most intriguing is the difference seen within normal sub-
jects, depending on how advantageously or disadvantageously
they choose.

Reward and punishment SCRs
Figure 4 shows that normal controls generated SCRs after select-
ing cards for which they received a reward (reward SCRs) or cards
for which they received a reward and a punishment (punishment
SCRs). All of the amygdala patients were impaired severely in the
generation of either reward or punishment SCRs, although these
same patients were able to generate SCRs in response to a loud
sound (see below). However, four of the five VMF patients
generated reward and punishment SCRs in the normal range.
Because of the lack of homogeneity of variance between groups,
these data are not amenable to parametric techniques of statisti-
cal analyses. Therefore, we used an appropriate nonparametric
method for data analysis. As a group, although the SCRs from the
VMF group are somewhat lower than the control group, Mann–
Whitney U tests comparing the control and VMF groups did not
yield a significant difference (highest U value 5 30, p 5 0.8; lowest
U value 5 16, p 5 0.1). Thus, only the amygdala patients were
impaired. Mann–Whitney U tests on the SCR measurements
from the control and amygdala groups revealed a significant
difference between the groups (highest U value 5 5, p 5 0.007;
lowest U value 5 1, p 5 0.002). Similar Mann–Whitney U tests on
the SCR measurements from the VMF and amygdala groups
revealed a significant difference between the groups (highest U
value 5 3, p 5 0.047; lowest U value 5 2, p 5 0.028).

It is interesting to note that the lowering of the average reward/

punishment SCRs in the VMF group was attributable to only one
patient who did not generate SCRs to reward and punishment.
Interestingly, this same subject also did not acquire conditioned
SCRs (see below) and thus behaved more like the patients with
amygdala lesions. However, even with the inclusion of this patient
the analysis comparing the VMF with the amygdala group still
yielded a significant difference. This suggests that amygdala and
VMF damage exerts distinct effects on the ability to generate
SCRs after reward or punishment is received.

Nonetheless, it is intriguing to speculate why this patient be-
haved more like the amygdala than the VMF patients. We began
to explore this issue with more patients. Our preliminary finding
is that there may be an anatomical explanation for the difference.
VMF patients who do not generate punishment and reward SCRs
and do not acquire conditioned SCRs (Tranel et al., 1996) seem
to have bilateral ventromedial prefrontal cortex lesions that ex-
tend more posteriorly and probably include the basal forebrain.
Consistent with this observation, the VMF patient in question
does indeed have a lesion that extends into the posterior region of
the prefrontal cortex.

Early trial versus late trial SCRs
The SCR measures (anticipatory vs reward/punishment) ob-
tained in our study are temporally adjacent. Although there is no
evidence in the psychophysiology literature to support this possi-
bility, we still considered the possibility that the reward/punish-
ment SCRs observed in VMF patients were delayed anticipatory
SCRs. In other words, it could be that the anticipatory SCRs in
VMF patients would have a slower emergence so that they would
appear at a later time window, i.e., after selecting the card rather
than before. Therefore, we analyzed the data in terms of early
versus late trials. The rationale for this approach was based on
previous studies (Bechara et al., 1996, 1997a), which showed that
the generation of anticipatory SCRs is less evident during the
early trials than in the late trials. In normal controls we would
expect to see a rise in anticipatory SCRs as we move from the

Figure 4. Means 6 SEM of reward and
punishment SCRs (mS/sec) generated by
controls, amygdala, or VMF patients in
association with the advantageous decks
(C and D, white columns) or the disadvan-
tageous decks (A and B, black columns).
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early to the late trials. On the other hand, we would anticipate a
slight drop in reward/punishment SCRs (because of habituation)
as we move from the early to late trials. In VMF patients we
would not expect a change in anticipatory SCRs, but we would
expect the changes in reward/punishment SCRs to be similar to
those of controls. Control and VMF groups showed similar
changes in reward/punishment SCRs between the two epochs.
However, in relation to the anticipatory SCRs, only the control
group showed the expected change. This comparison rules out
the possibility that VMF patients might have been generating
delayed anticipatory SCRs.

Conditioned and unconditioned SCRs
All control subjects showed conditioning in that they began to
generate SCRs after the presentation of a slide previously paired
with a loud sound, and so did four of the five VMF patients. The
five amygdala patients failed to show any conditioned SCRs.
Figure 5A shows that the conditioned SCRs generated by control
subjects and VMF patients during the conditioning phase were
significantly higher than those generated during the habituation or
extinction phase (Newman–Keuls tests; p values , 0.001). The five
amygdala patients did not show any signs of conditioning, and the
differences were not significant ( p values . 0.05). Figure 5B reveals
that all subjects (controls, VMF, and amygdala) generated SCRs to
the US (loud sound), albeit that the SCRs in the amygdala patients
were lower than those in controls or VMF patients. Thus, all of the
amygdala patients failed to generate SCRs to winning and losing
money (in the previous experiment), and they failed to acquire the
conditioning (present experiment). However, they were able to
generate SCRs to a primary US such as a startling loud sound.

DISCUSSION
Our first hypothesis that the amygdala is a critical structure in a
neural system necessary for somatic state activation and for im-
plementing advantageous decisions is supported by the finding
that amygdala patients failed to generate anticipatory SCRs be-
fore selecting a disadvantageous response. They also performed
abnormally in the gambling task. Support for our second hypoth-
esis, that the amygdala and VMF cortex play different roles in the
process of decision-making, comes from the finding that there
were differences in the profiles of impairment in the two groups
despite some similarities. VMF patients did generate somatic
states when told that they had won or lost play money, whereas
amygdala patients failed to do so. VMF patients did acquire
conditioned SCRs to a loud sound whereas amygdala patients did
not. All patients, however, were capable of generating SCRs to
the presentation of a physical stimulus such as a loud sound.

Decision-making is a complex process that we believe is de-
pendent on the generation of somatic states (Damasio, 1994). The
failure to evoke somatic states, as happens in both the amygdala
and VMF patients, disturbs the process of making advantageous
decisions. However, our findings suggest that the defective mech-
anism that led to a failure to generate somatic states is different in
amygdala and VMF patients.

We see the impairment in decision-making after amygdala
damage as an indirect consequence of the role of the amygdala in
attaching affective attributes to stimuli. This interpretation is
consistent with the studies showing that monkeys with lesions of
the amygdala have an increased tendency to approach objects
such as snakes (Kluver and Bucy, 1939; Zola-Morgan et al., 1991;

Figure 5. A, Magnitudes of SCRs in the conditioning phase as compared with the SCRs in the habituation and extinction phases. Each point on the plot
represents the means 6 SEM of the magnitudes of SCRs generated by control subjects, amygdala, and VMF patients during each phase of the
conditioning experiment. Each Habituation score represents the mean (from n 5 6 controls, 5 VMF, and 5 amygdala patients) of the mean magnitude
of SCRs generated in response to the last three slides preceding conditioning. Each Conditioning score represents the mean of the mean magnitude of
SCRs generated in response to six presentations of the CS (not followed by the US). Each Extinction 1 score represents the mean of the mean magnitude
of SCRs generated in response to the first three repeated presentations of the CS during extinction. Each Extinction 2 score represents the mean of the
mean magnitude of SCRs in response to the last three repeated presentations of the CS. B, Magnitudes of SCRs to the blue slides (CS) that were paired
with the US during conditioning. Each column represents the mean 6 SEM of the mean magnitude of SCRs generated in response to six presentations
of the CS (paired with the US) from the same control subjects and brain-damaged patients as in A.
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Aggleton, 1992), as if the object of fear can no longer evoke a
state of fear. This also is supported by the present and previous
findings (Bechara et al., 1995; LaBar et al., 1995, 1998) that
amygdala damage prevents the development of conditioned SCRs
to visual stimuli paired with an aversive sound. In addition,
numerous experimental studies showed that amygdala damage
interferes with processing the affective attributes of reward stim-
uli as well. This effect has been shown in rats with food and sex
reinforcement (Everitt et al., 1989; Hatfield et al., 1996; Robledo
et al., 1996) and in monkeys with food reinforcement (Malkova et
al., 1997). Thus, in humans, after amygdala damage the loss of
money can no longer evoke the somatic state of punishment.
Failure to evoke somatic states after winning or losing money
would preclude the reconstitution of such somatic states when
deliberating a decision with future consequences.

Not all of the amygdala patients had selective bilateral amyg-
dala damage. Three of the patients had substantial damage to the
hippocampal formation and surrounding areas. They suffered
from severe anterograde memory deficit, which could be thought
to influence the decision-making process. Despite these extended
lesions and additional impairments, we do not believe that the
decision-making impairment detected in these patients is related
to the nonamygdala damage for two reasons. First, the two
patients who had damage restricted to the amygdala were in fact
those who exhibited the most severe behavioral impairment in the
gambling task. Second, in another study we tested a group of
amnesic patients suffering from anoxic encephalopathy, which is
known to damage CA1 cells of the hippocampus rather than the
amygdala (Zola-Morgan et al., 1986; Rempel-Clower et al.,
1996). We found that, although amnesiacs do not perform as well
as normal controls in the gambling task, they still make predom-
inantly advantageous choices (Bechara et al., 1997b). Therefore,
it is unlikely that the hippocampal damage in our amygdala
patients could be responsible for the findings of impairment in the
gambling task.

The notion that bilateral damage to the amygdala is associated
with decision-making impairments in the gambling task also is
supported by the observation that amygdala patients demonstrate
poor judgment and decision-making in their real-life social behav-
ior (Tranel and Hyman, 1990; Adolphs et al., 1995). Furthermore,
some amygdala patients show an inability to evoke somatic states
after winning or losing in real-life settings (Damasio et al., 1985).

Unlike the amygdala patients, the VMF patients did acquire
the SCR conditioning with an aversive loud sound, and they did
generate SCRs when they won and lost money in the gambling
task. This finding is consistent with the conditioning studies in
animals showing that the VMF cortex is not necessary for the
acquisition of fear conditioning (Morgan and LeDoux, 1995).
Similarly, the human VMF cortex, especially its anterior com-
partment, is not necessary for conditioning involving the associ-
ation of a stimulus with a primary unconditioned stimulus such as
an aversive loud sound (Tranel et al., 1996). This indicates that,
unlike the amygdala, the VMF cortex is not necessary for medi-
ating the affective attributes of a stimulus charged with emotion.
However, we concede that the VMF cortex may play some role in
this process. Indeed, previous work with VMF patients showed
that the patients failed to generate SCRs to emotionally charged
pictures when they viewed these pictures passively (Damasio et
al., 1990). However, the same patients generated normal magni-
tude SCRs to the same target pictures when they were asked to
view and describe the content of the pictures (Damasio et al.,
1990). The results suggest that the patients may have a weakened

ability to process the affective attribute of an emotional stimulus.
Perhaps this could explain the slightly lower magnitude SCRs
generated by VMF patients after receiving reward or punish-
ment, relative to normal control subjects (see Fig. 4). Despite such
a possible weakness, the results show that the VMF patients are
not impaired in their ability to generate SCRs to emotionally
significant events. This stands in contrast to the amygdala patients
who are severely impaired in this domain.

We suggest that the mechanism underlying the decision-
making impairment associated with VMF damage is more com-
plex than that of the amygdala. After the somatic states of reward
and punishment are evoked with individual card draws, each deck
becomes associated with numerous and conflicting states of re-
ward and punishment. The role of the VMF cortex comes into
play when subjects sort out this conflict and decide whether to
seek or avoid the deck. The poor decision-making associated with
VMF damage is related to an inability to integrate effectively all
of the somatic state information triggered by the amygdala as well
as other somatic effectors such as the hypothalamus and brain-
stem nuclei. Indeed, the VMF cortex has extensive bi-directional
connections with the amygdala (Amaral and Price, 1984; Van
Hoesen, 1985; Amaral et al., 1992). When subjects decide to select
cards from a specific deck, the neural activity pertaining to this
information is signaled to VM cortices, which in turn activate the
amygdala (Damasio et al., 1991). This latter activity would recon-
stitute a somatic state that integrates the numerous and conflicting
instances of reward and punishment encountered with individual
card draws from that deck. In the end, if the negative somatic states
outweigh the positive ones, an overall negative state is enacted and
is indexed by the anticipatory SCRs we observed before the selec-
tion of cards from the disadvantageous decks. In turn, this influ-
ences the decision to avoid the deck under consideration.

It is important to note that SCRs are viewed by psychophysi-
ologists as a measure of only general arousal (Venables and
Christie, 1975). Our SCR measures do not necessarily distinguish
between positive and negative somatic states. This distinction,
however, is not relevant to the goals of this study. Indeed, our
punishments SCRs (see Fig. 4) are not pure responses to punish-
ment. Each of these SCRs was a response to a reward, followed by
a punishment (e.g., you won an X amount. . . but you lost a Y
amount). Furthermore, SCRs are more sensitive to negative than
positive states (Venables and Christie, 1975). Therefore, it is
likely that the anticipatory SCRs we see in normal subjects (see
Fig. 3) reflect increased arousal to the higher losses in the disad-
vantageous decks.

The current study parallels the Schoenbaum et al. (1998) study
in animals suggesting that both the orbitofrontal cortex and ba-
solateral amygdala provide a critical circuit for the learning that
underlies goal-directed behavior (Schoenbaum et al., 1998). Our
finding is significant because the nature of the deficit revealed
after VMF or amygdala damage may reflect two types of
decision-making deficits observable in the behaviors of real-life
activities of these patients. The decision-making impairments of
patients with VMF cortex lesions have remote consequences and
usually do not cause bodily harm. For instance, VMF patients
make choices that lead to long-term financial losses or to the loss
of friend and family relationships down the line (Eslinger and
Damasio, 1984), but they never engage in actions that may lead to
physical harm to themselves or to others. On the other hand,
although patients with bilateral amygdala lesions do exhibit
decision-making impairments in the social realm similar to those
of the VMF patients (Tranel and Hyman, 1990; Adolphs et al.,
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1995), they actually can pursue actions that eventually lead to
physical harm to themselves and to others. Indeed, with one
exception (Adolphs et al., 1995), amygdala patients who partici-
pated in this study live under supervised care and are unable to
function alone in society. In two of the cases the patients have
pursued actions that endangered themselves and others (Lee et
al., 1988a,b, 1995).
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